
 

 

 

 

 

HARD ROCK STADIUM, MIAMI 

 

 

INSTALLATION:   SubAir Sport System is installed at Hard Rock Stadium, home field to the 

Miami Dolphins and University of Miami Hurricanes and Super Bowl LIV. 

 

COMPLETED:   Summer 2019 

 

TURF MANAGER: Tom Wilson, Head Groundskeeper, Miami Dolphins and Hard Rock 

Stadium 

 

ATTRIBUTES:  The SubAir Sport System supports overall turf health, virtually  

   eliminating diseases while maintaining the continuous, consistent  

   growth of deep rooted, resilient, healthy grass. 

 
Newly installed drainage pipes, water separator, and pumps connect with 

the SubAir Sport System and TurfWatchTM controls to create and monitor 

the best turf growing environment. 

TECHNOLOGY: This system has SubAir’s latest technologies available, including wireless 

in-ground sensors relaying subsoil conditions through a secure dedicated 

communications network. TurfWatchTM Technology integrates field 

sensors to the SubAir Sport Control Console to interpret and respond to 

changing turf conditions. The network also provides access to turf 

manager via any web connected device to review conditions and activate 

the system remotely providing 24/7 access.   

FUN FACTS:  1.5 miles of drainage pipe network under playing field  
Air is travelling approx. 60 miles per hour from the SubAir Sport system 
through the underground pipes into the gravel layer.   

   Entire field is treated at the same time     
SubAir Sport can remove more than 18,000 gallons of water per minute      
from turf including standing water on surface 

 
FEATURES:  Aerates entire field concurrently 

Controls moisture removal from turf 
Moderates temperature extremes to maintain strong root system  
50% faster turf recovery time  



Reduces permanent damage from events limiting the need to re-sod 
Extends the growing season  

 
ABOUT SUBAIR: SubAir Systems is the leading designer, developer, and manufacturer of  
   subsurface aeration and moisture management systems that moderate  
   and control subsoil environmental conditions.  
    

Product lines include SubAir Golf, SubAir Sport, and All-Access PLUS+, as  
   well as TURFBREEZE™ fans and TURFWATCH™ technology.  
 
MANAGEMENT: Jay Penney, CEO 

Bruce Mikkleson, Director of Technology 

Jeremy Reese, Agronomist 

 

WEBSITE:  www.subairsystems.com 

MEDIA CONTACT: Karen Moraghan 

   Hunter Public Relations 

   (908) 963-6013 

   kmoraghan@hunter-pr.com 
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